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AGENDA & 
INTRODUCTIONS

Welcome 

Wealth building pathways for immigrants and refugees

Native and immigrant innovations in wealth building and 

‘Empowerment Economics’

Opportunities and lessons for philanthropy,

a funder dialogue

Aryah Somers Landsberger
Grantmakers Concerned with Immigrants and 

Refugees

Christianne Lind, Northwest Area Foundation
Joyce Pisnanont, National CAPACD

Lahela Williams, Hawaiian Community Assets 
Inhe Choi, HANA Center 

Jessica Santos, Institute on Assets and Social Policy 

Cristina Aguilera 
The Sillerman Center for
Advancing Philanthropy

Closing
Aryah Somers Landsberger

Grantmakers Concerned with Immigrants and 
Refugees



WELCOME

Bringing together immigrant integration and assets
Elevating native and immigrant innovations



Wealth building pathways for 
immigrants and refugees

Cristina Aguilera
The Sillerman Center for
Advancing Philanthropy





Homeownership

• Building generational 
wealth

• Accessing mainstream 
financial institutions 
(MFIs)



Postsecondary 
Education

• Enhancing economic 
well-being

• Accessing tuition 
equity policies and in-
state tuition rates



• Reframing wealth 
through multi-
cultural 
approaches, 
multiple resources

• From individual to 
collective well-being

Highlighting Innovations



Native and Immigrant 
Innovations in Wealth Building, 

‘Empowerment Economics’

Lahela Williams, Hawaiian Community Assets
Inhe Choi, HANA Center
Jessica Santos, IASP



Foundations for 
the Future
EMPOWERMENT ECONOMICS IN THE 
NATIVE HAWAIIAN CONTEXT



Hawaiian Community Assets 
(HCA)
 Founded in 2000 in rural Paukukalo, Maui

 Hawaii’s first and largest HUD approved housing counseling 
agency 

 Serving the entire State of Hawaii through 5 offices statewide 
with 13 staff and 25 AmeriCorps members

 Mission: Build the capacity of low- and moderate-income 
communities to achieve and sustain economic self-sufficiency

 Philosophy: Kahua Waiwai (Foundation of Wealth) supports 
permanent housing, culturally-relevant financial education and 
asset building programs to achieve its mission. 

 Operate Native CDFI subsidiary: Hawaii Community Lending 
(HCL)



HCA Programs/Services
Financial Opportunity Center Hawaii Community Lending

Housing Education & Counseling Credit Building/Repair Loans

Financial Education & Coaching Emergency Loans

Individual Development Accounts 
(IDA’s) for native Hawaiians Disaster Recovery Loans

Employment Coaching
& Small Business Training Loan Packaging Services

Training & Technical Assistance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emergency loans average loan size $2,800.  Disaster recovery loans average loan size $25,000 to help families purchase package homes and rebuild – we have had 5 families go from homelessness to homeownership with this loan since October 2018.
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Education through a Cultural 
Lens 
 Native Hawaiian culture and people thrived 
from the first Polynesian settlers in 600AD till 
European “discovery” in 1778
 Native Hawaiian’s utilized the natural water 
shed and geography to develop sophisticated 
resource management practices 
 Traditional resource management practices 
lost with colonization and assimilation
We uses traditional subsistence practices to 
empower our community to regain economic 
self-sufficiency 
We uses traditional values to revitalize 
community wealth and well-being over 
individualism



HCA Service Delivery Model

Self-
Sufficiency & 
Community 
Advocacy 

Goal / 
Resolution Asset Building Counseling

WorkshopsIntake
Public 

Education & 
Outreach

Native 
Hawaiian & 

Low- and 
Moderate-

Income 
Communities



* Family Defined
* Client Driven

* Habit Transforming
* Knowledge viewed 

as asset

* Family Centered 
* Client Driven
* Shame-free 

Dialogue
* Goal Oriented

* Partner with 
community org’s

* Conduct outreach 
IN community

* Recruit & hire from 
community

Grassroots/Cultural Approach

Public  
Education & 

Outreach
Counseling

Asset Building

* Teach through 
traditional 

subsistence lens
* Multi- and Inter-

Generational 
Workshops

Workshop



The Innovative Approach
 Conversation about conducting a case study happened naturally over 
coffee by two organizational leaders

 National CAPACD secured funding to assess this innovative approach to 
community development and identified partners to participate

 12 month case study of Hawaiian Community Assets Programs/Services

 Conducted by the Institute on Assets and Social Policy (IASP) at 
Brandies University’s Heller School for Social Policy and Management

 Led by Advisory Committee of Native Hawaiian leaders, key 
stakeholders and community partners

 Foundations for the Future Report identified HCA’s service delivery 
model as a national best practice in culturally-relevant financial 
education and asset building



Promising Practice #1

Blending Personal Finance with Cultural Values 
from Communities of Color

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Client Quote: Look at me, how healthy I look… I lost eighty pounds. Since we moved into the new home. I had asthma, diabetes, high blood pressure. I have none of that today, because I have a home. Because I feel healthy. There’s encouragement. Like, [HCA services] literally saved my life… it helped me get healthy again. At the time, I wasn’t working. My two knees, I couldn’t walk. I was walking with a cane, just, a year ago, I had a cane. So, my future is bright. I’m thinking maybe I could go back to work.



Promising Practice #2

Offering Financial Tools and Education through 
Shame-Free Dialogue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Client Quote: That one class gave me hope. And I looked at my husband and I said, “Honey, we can do this.” He put the belief in us that, you know what I mean, like believed in us, like, we could do this, you know, own a home.



Promising Practice #3

Multigenerational Programming and 
Intergenerational Learning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Client Quote: I said, “Dad, look, just do it.” I said, “You need the certificate to get you qualified.” I said, “Do you want a house.” He said, “Yeah.” Then you have no choice, I said “Just go.” So, he came back and he was more motivated and more confident that he could be a home owner, when all his life he thought they could never do it… you see how much his mind opened. Like, this is not our only option. This is not our last resort. We’re not cornered animals. We can do things. It was amazing to see that transformation.



Promising Practice #4

Community-Embedded Approach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Client Quote: We recently just got a divorce. But throughout the marriage he was never financially supportive… He’s always been home . Which has caused some burden on me a lot. I’ve held up to three jobs…. I think that taking time [in the Kahua Wai Wai course]… that is where I kind of woke up and said you you’re not going to ever help me out with this… It wasn’t getting any better after that meeting. But, at least I knew where I stand already… That’s the first step. After, I figure out how to divorce my husband.  



Moving Forward… 
 Foundations for the Future Report has become a tool for us to 
educate funders, key stakeholders and partners across the nation

 Acknowledges western wealth building can hurt/hinder native 
communities and communities of color

 Need for more organizations to use a strengths-based approach 
to change the systems impacting and mentalities of the 
communities we serve

 Differentiates community wealth and well-being vs personal 
wealth and gain 

 Empowers native and communities of color to self-advocate and 
become more civically engaged to impact change



Closing Thoughts
 Strategic investment in assessing and normalizing these types of 
innovative, community driven, grassroots solutions are needed

 Honoring the rich history, traditions and cultural values, we are, 
serve and represent will only brighten the economic mobility of 
native, immigrant and communities of color across the country

Mahalo piha!!! 
(Thank you greatly)

Lahela Williams, HCA Deputy Director
(808) 587-7660 . lahela@hawaiiancommunity.net





2017 Merger

Korean American 
Community Services

+

Korean American Resource & 
Cultural Center

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HANA Center is a recently merged organization that brought together two of the oldest Korean American community organizations:  Korean American Community Services and Korean American Resource and Cultural Center.  The vision was to combine social services and community organizing to build a strong base of community members who can lead powerful organizing and advocacy.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
HANA means ONE in Korean language, symbolizing unity and wholeness



Our Mission

HANA Center’s Mission is to 
empower Korean American, 
immigrant, and multi-ethnic 
communities through social 
services, education, culture, and 
community organizing to advance 
human rights.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HANA Center’s Mission is to empower Korean American, immigrant, and multi-ethnic communities through social services, education, culture, and community organizing to advance human rights.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
HANA Center operates an array of programs ranging from early childhood education, 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
workforce development & worker rights, cultural arts, 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Health care service, housing counseling, 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
community organizing & integrated civic engagement, to senior housing. 



YOUTH 
EMPOWERMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For today, I’d like to highlight HANA Center’s Youth Empowerment Program.It is also a great example of a strategy that combines service, culture, and community organizing. 



Youth Empowerment Program

HANASori:  Pungmul, Korean              
Traditional Drumming

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our Youth Empowerment Program brings youth to come to the HANA Center to:- Learn Pungmul – Korean traditional drumming- Receive homework support, job counseling, and college application & financial application support. - And they also learn about basic finances like tracking spending, budgeting, and saving.- Participate in a group discussion about various issues impacting their lives- Learn about various other issues in our community



Presenter
Presentation Notes
As they learn how to play drums, they also  receive homework support, job counseling, and college application & financial application support. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
They learn about basic finances like tracking spending, budgeting, and saving as well.Youth come together three afternoons per week, they participate in a group discussion about various issues impacting their lives and othersDuring these sessions, they also learn about various other issues in our community and structural causes of various hardships people faceAs youth become more conscious, they are invited to join FYSH



Youth Empowerment Program

FYSH (Fighting Youth Shouting out for 
Humanity) – Youth Leadership Council

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FYSH stands for Fighting Youth Shouting out for Humanity.Youth-led program where youth work on their own campaignsStory behind the name of the group and the logo is to realize the idea about a school of small fishes can build power to scare away big sharksFYSH youth learn leadership development - how to develop and run campaigns, and fundraise. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of their work include:Fighting for Immigration Reform – DREAM Act



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Organizing youth development gatherings & Fundraising for scholarship for DACA application fees



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Engage in civic engagement phonebanking and texting voters FYSH members recruit their sorority members to also phonebankThey are currently organizing a youth-led candidates forum in the local aldermanic race in the City Elections. The topic they are focusing on is getting rid of gang database in Chicago as well as police free schools. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
They also held a campaign titled Decolonize Chicago Public School! to have an inclusive reading material in English classes



Youth Empowerment Program

HANASori:  Pungmul, Korean              
Traditional Drumming

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is with these youth we first tried the Empowerment Economic program.  The program focus to “build wealth among low-income youth” Tools we used were focused on budgeting and savings, etc.



• How come their families are poor? 
• What does “building wealth” mean 

when you are low-income? Teen-
ager? 

• How do you save when you don’t 
have money? No allowance, no 
disposable income? 

Financial Capacity Building

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While learning the basic tools, our youth began to ask questions like: How come their families are poor – being undocumented, recent immigrants limited to low-paying jobs due to language and cultural barriersWhat does wealth mean when you are low-income?What does wealth mean when you are a teen-ager?How do you save when you don’t have money? No allowance, no disposable income? Some received stipend from the after-school drumming program - $325 (S & F)/$400 (summer)Some had PT jobsThey were saving for their prom dressBut many of them had to use their money to contribute to gas bill, electricity bill, or for their transportation, etc.



Anger
Disempowerment

Financial Capacity 
Building

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The more they participated, youth became ANGRY!The project was only reminding them how poor they areAnd it was actually making them feel disempowered.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
HANA Center’s core principle is that our work is led by the leadership of the directly impacted people.As a way to facilitate for young people to all work together and gain financial management capacity, HANA Center decided to give the young people a program budget to manage.SuppliesSnacksProgram specific expenses



Shift:
Individual            Collective

Financial Capacity 
Building

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This approach transformed their approach to learning about and managing finances.  They now had some money to work with and manage for their collective good. 



Financial Capacity Building

Individual 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HANA Center took numerous trips to DC for defending DACA and advocating for clean DREAM Act & TPS.Shared budget for van, gas, lodging, snack & food.  Young people managed food & snack portion of budget



Presenter
Presentation Notes
During this time, young women of HANA Center’s Youth Empowerment Program also organizing WomenX That Fight (WTF) where they got together to deal with issues around gender justice.  They asked for a micro-loan of $1,000 to publish a zine about what femisim means to them. They published, they sold them, and made $1,400.  With the $400, they decided to create social, economic, and racial justice art work for their space by creating a budget and keeping track of their spending.



Empowered youth learn, 
adapt, advocate, shape, 
and transform their 
communities. 

Youth Empowerment Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Through this project, HANA youth demonstrated key leadership by challenging the adults and institutions.  They led HANA Center to operate the program in ways that was empowering for them.  For the HANA Center, what we learned at lot from this project and like to share couple of recommendations for the funders:First is that to operate a financial capacity building program with low income folks, they need a base of funds to work with.  This can be in a stipend that is designated to be used for the purpose of the program over a period of time.Second is that words carry so much meaning has consequence.  For the HANA Center youth, who are poor and low-income, the concept of a project that is to lead them to build wealth actually made them feel hurt.  So it is critical for project goals and priorities be developed with the understanding of the context of the very people the project aims to empower. 



HANA’s Empowerment 
Economics

Cultural Rootedness
• Immigrant, cultural arts & expression, 

racial identities 
Power

• Critical consciousness of systems of 
power and privilege

• Social justice organizing
• Integrated civic engagement
• Strategic and intersectional political 

alliances
New Narratives

• Leading with bold vision
• Creating empowering narratives about 

marginalized groups

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HANA Center’s approach to foster the leadership of youth to lead their own program:   First by facilitating youth to be grounded in culture, to know their roots as immigrants, arts, as people of color, etc.Then having them discuss issues that matter to them, develop and run their own campaigns, and manage program budget.Youth also hire their own staff by requiring final candidates to hold workshops and they determine the final hire. As an adult staff of the HANA Center, we learn great lessons from them consistently.  Youth are bold and fearless. The best thing is that they are positive and fun!                      So with basic support and guidance, they are able to lead their own, organization, and community. 



HANA in EE Framework
Key impacts of youth empowerment 

on families and communities: 
Power

• Civic engagement and political participation
• Critical consciousness of systems of power and 

privilege
• Social justice activism
• Strategic and intersectional political alliances

New Narratives
• Engagement in social movement activity to 

create more empowering narratives about 
marginalized groups

• Resistance to “blame the victim” narratives 
about causes of inequities within community

Cultural connectedness
• Rootedness in cultural, spiritual, and historical 

identities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you so much for the opportunity to share the work of HANA Center’s awesome youth!



Empowerment Economics
A preliminary framework for assessing innovations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Left inner: non-profits led by and for communities of color with a social justice orientation.�Left outer: Community-building strategies address root causes of inequality.�Arrows: Delivery is culturally-relevant, multigenerational, and empowering.�Right Inner: Program goal is to achieve empowerment and equity (racial, gender, economic) at the individual, family, community, and systems levels.�Right outer: Indicators assess components of equity and empowerment at the individual, family, community, and systems levels. 



Evaluation Framework



Evaluation Framework in Action
Locus of Impact

Individual Level Family Level Community Level Systemic Level
Focus of Impact 

Financial Capacity 
& Wealth

Policies and practices at 
the local, state, and 
national levels which 
support equity, 
empowerment and self-
determination for 
communities of color

Power

- Civic engagement & political 
participation
- Critical consciousness of systems 
of power and privilege
- Social justice activism

New Narratives

- Resistance to “blame the 
victim” narratives about causes 
of inequities within community
- Community action to 
create/adopt affirmative 
narratives about communities 
of color

Multigenerational 
Connectedness

- Multigenerational 
interdependence and 
solidarity between family 
members
- Multigenerational family 
resilience

Cultural 
Connectedness

Multigenerational sharing of 
cultural, spiritual, and 
historical practices and 
values



Moving forward with EE research

• Ongoing partnership between National CAPACD, HCA, IASP, and 
others – potential to expand EE network

• Case study of HANA Center (fieldwork completed in February)
• Develop community-engaged methodology for “community asset 

stories” and organizational/programmatic profiles to replicate best 
practices for participatory and equitable fieldwork

• Identify shared/priority/common metrics from evaluation framework to 
establish organizational and field-level baselines

• Create and implement evaluation tools in alignment with these shared 
metrics

• Explore specific wealth-health pathways related to EE
• Seek ongoing feedback from leaders in assets field (scholars, 

practitioners, funders) to identify value and impact of EE
• Influence policy through specific issue briefs, reports, or papers



FUNDERS’ DIALOGUE
+ 

Q&A



RESOURCES
Evaluating Empowerment Economics - A Preliminary Framework for 
Assessing Innovations in Financial Capability
Immigrant and Refugee Wealth Pathways
Innovations in Financial Capability: Culturally Responsive and 
Multigenerational Wealth Building Practices in Asian Pacific Island (API) 
Communities.

https://www.nationalcapacd.org/data-research/evaluating-empowerment-economics/
https://heller.brandeis.edu/iasp/pdfs/racial-wealth-equity/immigrant-integration/Immigrant%20and%20Refugee%20Wealth%20Pathways.pdf
https://heller.brandeis.edu/iasp/pdfs/racial-wealth-equity/capacd/innovations-financial-capability.pdf
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